Changes to the Pattern Provided by Bernina - Called Magic Tile Quilt with Quilting
Delights - Copyright Protected. For Personal Use Only - Do not share!!
This quilt may seem to use a lot of fabric, but remember you are doing both the front
and back at the same time!! When you are done, you are done!!
The quilt measures approximately 74” x 84”. To make it bigger just add more rows of
10” squares and remember to lengthen your borders!! Hobbs 80/20 Batting is best!
I started out with 10” squares of fabric and batting. My preference is to use BATIKS
and then you don’t have to prep them with Mary Ellen’s Best Press. Just cut and sew!
To make a quilt 6 x 7 squares with a 9½” Border all the way around, you will need
the following fabrics:
11 - 1/3 yard cuts to yield 42 10” squares for the front (11 Different Fabrics)
2½ yards of border fabric cut lengthwise into 4 - 10” strips x 90”
2 additional yards of border fabric for front and back sashing strips cut into
1 7/8” strips to be used in the Simplicity Bias Binding Maker
I would cut these as you go. Don’t cut everthing up until you need it!!
3/4 yard of border fabric for binding to be cut into 2½” Strips
2½ yards of backing fabric cut lengthwise into 4 - 10” strips x 90” (Light Color)
31/3 yards of backing fabric cut into 42 -10” squares for the back (all one color)
Mark the Center Diagonals first, then 4 more lines 3” away from the center lines.
It is a good idea with darker fabrics to use
the Roxanne’s Silver Pencils as they don’t
Rub off as easily. You can use a chalcoliner,
too, just mark as you go.
When you stitch, test out the stitch on a
practice square so that if you need to adjust
your tensions, you have it right when you
go to sew on the actual block.
Either use your #50 Walking Foot or
the Dual Feed on the 7 and 8 Series works
really well, too!
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Pick out fun, but NOT Dense or complicated stitches on your machine!! This is such
A wonderful opportunity to really get acquainted with all that your Bernina can do in
the way of decorative stitches!
ALWAYS TEST THE STITCH OUT ON A SAMPLE!!! Between the thread, the fabric, the
batting and the density and movement of the stitch, you need to check out the final
result before you put it on your block!
I chose 21 stitches and stitched 2 blocks per stitch design!
When the blocks are complete, square them up to 9½”.

Putting them together.
You’ll have to wait for this part until next 78 club when I have the pattern complete
and picture by picture instructions for you to see!
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To make a smaller lap quilt, use 6 x 7 blocks or a total of 42 tiles and no border.
This quilt will work out to about 51” x 60” when finished.
Fabric requirements are as follows:
11 - 1/4 yard cuts or Fat Quarters cut into 42 - 9” squares for the front
3 yards of backing fabric cut into 42 - 9” squares for the back
1½ yards of sashing fabric for front and back sashing strips cut into
1 7/8” strips to be used in the Simplicity Bias Binding Maker
I would cut these as you go. Don’t cut everthing up until you need it!!
3/4 yard of border fabric for binding to be cut into 2½” Strips
Mark the Center Diagonals first, then 4 more lines 2½” away from the center lines.
When complete, Square up to 8½”.

